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Abstract
Feature selection is a standard approach to understanding and modeling high-
dimensional classification data, but the corresponding statistical methods hinge
on tuning parameters that are difficult to calibrate. In particular, existing
calibration schemes in the logistic regression framework lack any finite sample
guarantees. In this paper, we introduce a novel calibration scheme for `1-penalized
logistic regression. It is based on simple tests along the tuning parameter
path and is equipped with optimal guarantees for feature selection. It is also
amenable to easy and efficient implementations, and it rivals or outmatches
existing methods in simulations and real data applications.
Keywords: Feature selection; Penalized logistic regression; Tuning parameter
calibration
1. Introduction
The advent of high-throughput technology has created a large demand for
feature selection with high-dimensional classification data. In gene expression
analysis or genome-wide association studies, for example, investigators attempt
to select from a large set of potential risk factors the predictors that are most
useful in discriminating two or more conditions of interest. The standard
approaches for such tasks are penalized likelihood methods [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
However, the performance of these methods hinges on the calibration of tuning
parameters that balance model fit and model complexity.
The focus of this paper is the calibration of the `1-penalized likelihood
for feature selection in logistic regression. The most widely used schemes for
this calibration are based on Cross-Validation (cv) [7] or information criteria,
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including the Akaike’s information criterion (aic) [8], the Bayesian information
criterion (bic) [9], the extended Bayesian information criterion (ebic) [10], and
the Generalized Information Criterion (gic) [11]. cv- and aic-based procedures
are designed for prediction and thus typically not suited for feature selection [12].
In contrast, bic-, ebic- and gic-type procedures, see also the recent versions
in [13, 10], are designed primarily for feature selection, and some consistency
results for model selection have been derived [14, 15]. Yet another approach
based on a permutation idea has been introduced in [16]. However, all these
methods share the same limitation in that they lack finite sample guarantees.
This means that theoretical backup for applications, where samples sizes are
always finite, is not available.
In this paper, we introduce a novel calibration scheme based on a testing
procedure and sharp `∞-bounds. It is easy to implement and computationally
efficient, and in contrast to all previous approaches, it is indeed equipped with
finite sample guarantees. Our proposal is thus of immediate practical and
theoretical relevance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains our
main proposal and the theoretical results. Section 3 and Section 4 demonstrate
that our method is also a contender in simulations and real data applications.
Section 5 contains a brief discussion. The proofs and further simulations are
deferred to the Appendix.
Notation. The index sets are denoted by [k] = {1, . . . , k} for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . },
and the cardinality of sets is denoted by | · |. For a given vector β ∈ Rp, the
support set of β is written as supp(β) = {j ∈ [p] : βj 6= 0}, and for q ∈ [1,∞],
the `q-norm of β is denoted by ‖β‖q. The `q-induced matrix-operator norms
are denoted by |||·|||q. Two examples are the spectral norm |||·|||2, which denotes
the maximal singular value of a matrix, and the `∞-matrix norm |||X|||∞ =
maxi=1,...,n
∑p
j=1 |Xij |. The minimal and the maximal eigenvalue of a square
matrix are denoted by Ωmin(·) and Ωmax(·), respectively. For a given subset A
of [p], the vectors βA ∈ R|A| and βAc ∈ R|Ac| denote the components of β in A
and in its complement Ac, respectively, and given a matrix X ∈ Rn×p, the
matrix XA denotes the sub-matrix of X with column indexes restricted to A.
The diagonal matrix with diagonal elements a1, . . . , an is denoted by diag{a1, . . . , an}.
The function w is finally defined as w(u, v) = exp(u>v)/(1 + exp(u>v))2 for
vectors u, v of the same length.
2. Methodology
2.1. Model and assumptions
In this section, we formulate the general setting and introduce the assumptions
required for the theoretical analysis. We consider data in the form of a real-valued
n × p design matrix X and a binary response vector Y = (y1, . . . , yn)>. Our
framework allows for high-dimensional data, where p rivals or outmatches n.
We denote the rows of X (i.e. the samples) by x1, . . . , xn ∈ Rp and the
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columns of X (i.e. the predictors) by x1, . . . , xp ∈ Rn. The matrix X can be
deterministic or a realization of a random matrix, but in any case, we assume
that X has been normalized, i.e., ‖xj‖2 = 1 for j = 1, . . . , p.
The design matrix X and the response vector Y are linked by the standard
logistic regression model
Pr(yi = 1 | xi) = exp(x
>
i β
∗)
1 + exp(x>i β∗)
(i = 1, . . . , n) , (1)
where β∗ ∈ Rp is the unknown regression vector. Our goal is feature selection
(or also called support recovery), that is, estimation of the support set S =
supp(β∗). The starting point for approaching this task is the well-known family
of estimators
βˆλ ∈ arg min
β∈Rp
{L(β) + λ‖β‖1} (λ > 0) (2)
indexed by the tuning parameter λ. The first term L(β) =
∑n
i=1(log(1 +
exp(x>i β)) − yix>i β)/n is the negative log-likelihood function, and the second
term is a regularization that exploits that s = |S|  n, p in many applications.
We estimate S by supp(βˆλ) for a data-driven tuning parameter λ ≡ λ(Y,X).
We take (2) as our starting point, because it has become the most popular
family of estimators in our context. The main reason for this popularity is
that `1-regularization is equipped with fast algorithms and some theoretical
understanding. One might argue that different starting points might suit some
task better; for example, one drawback of `1-regularization is that it leads
to complex dependencies on the design matrix and can require potentially
unrealistic assumptions [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. But, importantly, our calibration
approach is agnostic to what estimator is used: it only requires a suitable oracle
inequality (while deriving such oracle inequalities might be difficult, of course).
In this sense, the following results are merely an indication of the full potential
of our calibration scheme.
Support recovery with (2) is feasible only if the correlations in the design
matrixX are sufficiently small. In the following, we state corresponding assumptions
that virtually coincide with those ones used by [4] in the context of Ising models.
The assumptions are formulated in terms of X>WX/n, the Hessian of the
log-likelihood function evaluated at the true regression parameter β∗, where
W = diag{w(x1, β∗), . . . , w(xn, β∗)}. We first require that the submatrix of the
Hessian matrix corresponding to the relevant covariates has eigenvalues bounded
away from zero.
Assumption 1 (Minimal eigenvalue condition). It holds that
cmin = Ωmin(X
>
SWXS/n) > 0 .
Note that if this assumption were violated, the relevant covariates would be
linearly dependent, and the true support set S would not be well-defined.
Thus, this condition ensures that the relevant covariates do not become highly
dependent. We then impose an irrepresentability condition [22].
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Assumption 2 (Irrepresentability condition). It holds that
γ = 1− |||(X>SWXS)−1X>SWXSc |||∞ > 0 .
This assumption is a modified version of the irrepresentability condition commonly
used in the theory for linear regression with the Lasso [22]. More generally,
irrepresentability conditions prevent the relevant covariates from being strongly
correlated with the irrelevant covariates. This ensures that the true support set
can be identified with finitely many samples.
Assumption 1 and 2 also make assumptions on s = |S| implicit. For illustration,
suppose that the two assumptions hold for the population matrices Eβ∗(X
>
SWX
>
S )
and
{
Eβ∗(X
>
SWX
>
S )
}−1
Eβ∗(X
>
SWX
>
Sc). Then, according to Lemma 5 and 6
in [4], these two assumptions hold with large probability if log(p)s3 = o(n). In
this spirit, larger s makes the conditions more restrictive on other aspects of the
model.
Importantly, however, the above assumptions on the design are not needed in
the analysis of the proposed scheme itself. Instead, the assumptions are needed
to ensure that there is a viable estimator in the family (2) at all. We discuss
this in the following section.
2.2. `∞-estimation and support recovery
`∞-estimation and support recovery are two closely related aspects of high-dimensional
logistic regression. In this section, we thus establish oracle inequalities for both
these tasks.
To state the result, we define the vector of residuals as ε = (ε1, . . . , εn)
>
with entries εi = yi − Pr(yi = 1 | xi) for i ∈ [n]. The vector ε is random noise
with mean zero. As it is standard in the theory of high-dimensional statistics,
our results are based on an event
Tλ =
{4(2− γ)
nγ
‖X>ε‖∞ ≤ λ
}
(λ > 0) .
Terms such as 4(2−γ)nγ ‖X>ε‖∞ are sometimes called the “effective noise” [23]
and can often be bounded by standard empirical process theory [1]. Essentially,
the event states that heavy noise (ε large) requires strong penalization (λ large).
For the technical proofs, we also assume λ ≤ γc2min/(100(2 − γ)scmax) in the
remainder,1 and for ease of presentation, we set
a = |||(X>SWXS)−1|||∞/|||(X>SWXS)−1|||2 .
Then, we find the following result.
1On a high level, γc2min/(100(2−γ)scmax) ∼ 1 and 4(2− γ)‖X>ε‖∞/(nγ) ∼ 1/
√
n. Thus,
γc2min/(100(2− γ)scmax) 4(2− γ)‖X>ε‖∞/(nγ). Since the right-hand side of this relation
is basically the optimal tuning parameter targeted in our study, see the next section, the
much larger upper bound on λ has no impact on our analysis. For details, in particular on
the constants, we refer to the proofs section.
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Theorem 1 (`∞-bound and support recovery). Under Assumption 1 and 2,
the following properties hold on the event Tλ.
(a) `∞-bound: ‖βˆλ − β∗‖∞ ≤ 1.5aλ/cmin ;
(b) support recovery: supp(βˆλ) ⊂ S, and supp(βˆλ) = S if minj∈S |β∗j | >
1.5aλ/cmin .
Oracle inequalities are the standard way to state finite sample bounds in high-dimensional
statistics [1]. Similar results for `1-penalized logistic/linear regression have also
been derived elsewhere [3, 24, 25, 4], but the above formulation is particularly
useful for our purposes. Part (a) implies that for a suitable tuning parameter λ,
the estimator βˆλ is uniformly close to the regression vector β
∗. Part (b) implies
that for suitable tuning parameter, the estimator supp(βˆλ) provides exact support
recovery if the non-zero parameters are sufficiently large. As long as the design
assumptions are met, Theorem 1 thus ensures that the family (2) contains a
viable estimator.
2.3. Testing-based calibration
Theorem 1 ensures that the family (2) contains an accurate estimator. This
leaves us with two tasks: (i) We have to formulate a notion of optimality within
the family (2). In other words, we have to define what an optimal tuning
parameter is. (ii) We have to formulate a scheme to find an optimal tuning
parameter from data.
To address these two tasks, we develop an approach that relates to the
AV-testing idea introduced by [24]. The AV-tests have been developed for linear
regression, which differs from logistic regression both in theory and implementations.
For example, `∞-bounds in linear regression can be established by “standard”
proof techniques, while the bounds needed here are based on the more recent
Primal-Dual Witness technique. However, a more interesting, and quite striking
insight here is that the high-level arguments transfer from the linear to the
non-linear setting - and even beyond. The following discussion can thus be read
as a general blueprint for feature selection calibration, while the parts specific
to logistic regression, namely the proof techniques and details, are deferred to
the Appendix.
Let us first define the concept of oracle tuning parameters. Since one can
handle only finitely many values in practice, we consider a fixed but arbitrary
sequence 0 < λ1 < · · · < λN of tuning parameters and denote the corresponding
set by Λ = {λ1, · · · , λN}. In view of Theorem 1, an optimal tuning parameter
satisfies two requirements. On the one hand, the bounds hold only on the
event Tλ. Thus, an optimal tuning parameter needs to ensure that the event Tλ
holds with high probability. On the other hand, the bounds are linear in λ.
Thus, an optimal tuning parameter should be as small as possible. We formalize
this notion as follows:
Definition 1 (Oracle tuning parameter). Given δ ∈ (0, 1), the oracle tuning
parameter is
λ∗δ = argmin
λ∈Λ
{Pr(Tλ) ≥ 1− δ} . (3)
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Since the set Λ is finite, the oracle tuning parameter is always well-defined.
It is also small in large samples: in particular, since the residuals ε in Tλ are
bounded, standard concentration results ensure that λ∗δ → 0 for n → ∞ and δ
fixed—as long as log p/n→ 0 for n→∞.
We call the optimal tuning parameter “oracle tuning parameter” to signify
that it is a purely theoretical quantity and cannot be used in applications. First,
λ∗δ depends on γ, which is unknown in practice. Second, even if γ were known,
a precise evaluation of λ∗δ would be computationally intensive. Finally, it is
unclear how to choose δ. We thus aim at finding a data-driven selection rule
that mimics the performance of the optimal tuning parameter. The following
tests provide this.
Definition 2 (Testing-based calibration). Given a constant C ≥ 1.5a/cmin, we
select the tuning parameter
λˆ = min
{
λ ∈ Λ : ‖βˆλ′ − βˆλ′′‖∞ ≤ Cλ′ + Cλ′′ ∀λ′, λ′′ ≥ λ
}
(4)
and set
Sˆ = {j ∈ [p] : |(βˆλˆ)j | ≥ 3Cλˆ} . (5)
An intuition goes as follows: suppose that λ is large enough to control the
random noise, that is, 4(2− γ)‖X>ε‖∞/(nγ) ≤ λ. Then, also λ′, λ′′ ≥ λ are
large enough, and Theorem 1 ensures that ‖βˆλ′ − β∗‖∞ ≤ Cλ′ and ‖βˆλ′′ −
β∗‖∞ ≤ Cλ′′. Combining these two inequalities with the help of the triangle
inequality shows that ‖βˆλ′ − βˆλ′′‖∞ ≤ C(λ′+ λ′′) is a necessary condition for λ
being large enough. What we now want is the smallest one among such “large
enough” tuning parameters. This motivates us to select λˆ as the smallest λ
that satisfies ‖βˆλ′ − βˆλ′′‖∞ ≤ C(λ′ + λ′′) for all λ′, λ′′ ≥ λ. This selection
is then indeed “conservative” (λˆ ≤ λ∗δ), but it is also optimal in the sense of
Statement (5).
Two features of our testing-based scheme are apparent immediately: First,
the method is computationally efficient, because it requires at most one pass of
the tuning parameter path. This path can be computed by standard algorithms
such as glmnet [26]. Since the structure of the tests allows for early stopping,
the computation of a part of the tuning parameter path is actually sufficient.
Second, the method is easy to implement because it consists of simple `∞-tests
along the tuning parameter path. The tests also highlight the close connections
between `∞-estimation and our final goal, support recovery.
The third feature of our scheme is that it is equipped with optimal finite
sample theoretical guarantees. We establish this in the following result.
Theorem 2 (Optimality of the testing-based calibration). Under Assumption 1
and 2, for any δ ∈ (0, 1) and C ≥ 1.5a/cmin, the tuning parameter λˆ from (4)
provides with probability at least 1− δ
λˆ ≤ λ∗δ and ‖βˆλˆ − β∗‖∞ ≤ 3Cλ∗δ ,
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and, if minj∈S |β∗j | > 6Cλ∗δ ,
Sˆ ⊃ S .
Let us highlight some aspects of this result: First, all results are stated for fixed
n, p, and all constants are specified. The bounds are thus finite sample bounds
that can provide, as opposed to asymptotic bounds, concrete insights into the
practical performance of the method. Next, the guarantees hold for any γ and δ,
but these quantities do not need to be specified in the method. Similarly, the
results hold irrespective of the set Λ, in particular, irrespective of the number of
tuning parameters N . The set Λ enters the results only through λ∗δ : the finer the
grid Λ, the more precise the optimal tuning parameter λ∗δ , and thus, the sharper
the guarantees. Furthermore, the `∞-bounds demonstrate the optimality of
the method. Indeed, the estimator with optimal, in practice unknown tuning
parameter satisfies ‖βˆλ∗δ − β∗‖∞ ≤ 1.5aλ∗δ/cmin, see Theorem 1. The bound for
the estimator with the data-driven tuning parameter λˆ equals this bound - up to
a constant factor 3. Finally, since Definition (5) contains a threshold, which is
based on the guarantee λˆ ≤ λ∗δ , the number of false positives is typically small.
Yet, the second part of the theorem ensures that Sˆ contains all sufficiently large
predictors, which means that also the number of false negatives is typically
small. Theorem 2 thus provides accurate feature selection guarantees for the
testing-scheme. We are not aware of any comparable feature selection (or `∞-)
guarantees for standard calibration schemes.
Remark (The constant C in practice). The optimal value of C in view of
the theoretical bounds is C = 1.5a/cmin. As described above, support recovery
with (2) is not possible in highly correlated settings, and it has been pointed out
that large β∗ can be problematic for `1-penalized methods more generally [17].
Assuming near-orthogonal design and small parameter values in the sense of
‖β∗‖2 ≈ 0, so that a ≈ 1, cmin ≈ 1/4, we find 1.5a/cmin ≈ 6. This suggests that
an appropriate choice is C = 6, and we adopt this choice throughout this paper.
The assumption of near-orthogonal design and small parameter values might
be unrealistic in practice, but the empirical studies in Section 3 and the Appendix
demonstrate good performance of C = 6 even when the model deviates substantially
from this assumption.
In any case, the choice of C remains a subject for further study. For example,
the limitations of the heuristics for C might simply be an artifact of using
the `1-regularizer: there might be estimators different from (2) for which the
application of our calibration scheme leads to constants C that can be theorized
more globally.
To summarize, the proposed testing-based method accurately mimics the
performance of the optimal tuning parameter, and yet, it is computationally
efficient and does not depend on the quantities γ and δ.Moreover, the parameter C
can be set to a universal constant; in particular, C does not require calibration.
The simulation results below indicate that indeed no further calibration is
required. The testing-based scheme is thus a practical scheme with a sound
theoretical foundation.
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3. Simulation studies
In this section, we show the practical performance of the proposed scheme
in a simulation study. We simulate data from the logistic regression model (1)
with n = 200 samples and p ∈ {200, 500} predictors. The row vectors xi
of the design matrix X are i.i.d. Gaussian with mean zero and covariance
Σ = (1 − κ)I + κ1, where I is the identity matrix, 1 is the matrix of all ones,
and κ ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75} the level of correlations among the predictors. The
settings with larger correlations are particularly interesting, because they violate
the strict design assumptions. The coordinates of the regression vector β∗ are
set to zero except for s ∈ {8, 12, 15, 20, 25} uniformly at random chosen entries
that are set to 1 or −1 with equal probability. While our theory holds for any
tuning parameter grid, we consider N = 500 tuning parameters that are equally
spaced on [λ1, λN ], where λ1 = 0.0001λN and λN = 10 log(p)/n ensure a large
spread of outcomes. For each of the total 40 settings, we report the means
over 200 replications. The methods under consideration are the testing-based
method defined in (4) and (5), bic, ebic, 10-fold cv, and aic. The ebic is the
classical bic with an additional penalty term 2θ log(p) with a positive θ. Here,
we choose θ ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 1}. Note that the bic is a special form of ebic with
θ = 0. No thresholding is applied for the standard methods, since there is no
guidance on the choice of such a threshold. All computations are conducted
with the software R [27] and the glmnet package.
Since our goal is support recovery, we compare the methods in terms of
Hamming distance, which is the sum of the number of false positives and false
negatives. Figure 1 contains the results for κ ∈ {0.25, 0.5} and s ∈ {8, 12, 15}.
In each plot of Figure 1, we use ebic 1, ebic 05 and ebic 025 to denote the
EBIC method with θ = 1, 0.5 and 0.25, respectively. The results for the other
correlation and sparsity levels are deferred to the Appendix. The results allow
for two observations: First, bic and ebic consistently outperform cv and aic.
This is no surprise, given that bic and ebic are specifically designed for feature
selection. Second, our testing-based scheme rivals bic and ebic across all
settings.
bic, ebic and aic require one complete pass of the tuning parameter path.
10-fold cv requires one complete pass of 10 tuning parameter paths and thus,
requires about 10 times more computational power (or parallelization). The
testing-based scheme is the most efficient approach: it requires at most one
complete pass of the tuning parameter path, and typically even less, because
it stops as soon as the tuning parameter is selected. For illustration, Figure 2
summarizes the run times for six settings with κ = 0.5; additional results with
larger correlations and more dense signals are provided in the Appendix.
4. Real data analysis
In this section, we apply the proposed scheme to biological data. We consider
three data sets:
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(a) p = 200, κ = 0.25 (b) p = 200, κ = 0.5
(c) p = 500, κ = 0.25 (d) p = 500, κ = 0.5
Figure 1: Variable selection errors of `1-regularized logistic regression with seven different
calibration schemes for the tuning parameter. The 12 simulation settings differ in the number
of variables p, correlation κ, and sparsity level s.
a) Gene expression data from a leukemia microarray study [28]. The data
comprises n = 72 patients; 25 patients with acute myeloid leukemia and
47 patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia. The predictors are the
expression levels of p = 7129 genes. The data is summarized in the
R package golubEsets. The goal is to select the genes whose expression
levels discriminate between the two types of leukemia.
b) The above data with the additional preprocessing and filtering described
in [29]. This reduces the number of genes to p = 3571. The data is
summarized in the R package cancerclass.
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(a) p = 200, κ = 0.5 (b) p = 500, κ = 0.5
Figure 2: Run times (in seconds) of `1-regularized logistic regression with seven different
calibration schemes for the tuning parameter. Depicted are the results for p ∈ {200, 500} and
κ = 0.5.
c) Proteomics data from a melanoma study [30]. The data comprises n = 205
patients; 101 patients with stage I (moderately severe) melanoma and 104
patients with stage IV (very severe) melanoma. The raw data contains the
intensities of 18′856 mass-charge (m/z) values measured in the patients’
serum samples. We apply the preprocessing described in [31], which results
in p = 500 m/z values, and we subsequently normalize the data. The goal
is to select the m/z values whose intensities discriminate between the two
melanoma stages.
The objective of our method is feature selection. However, since there
are no ground truths available for the above applications, we cannot measure
feature selection accuracy directly. Instead, we need to infer the method’s
performance from the number of selected predictors and the prediction accuracy.
We generally seek methods that yield a model with a small number of predictors
(easy to interpret) and small prediction errors (good fit of the data). Moreover,
an increase in prediction accuracy through refitting indicates well-estimated
supports, while a deterioration in prediction accuracy through refitting indicates
false negatives or false positives. We thus report the model sizes and the
prediction errors of Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation without (LOOCV) and
with refitting (LOOCV-refit). Typically, no method is simultaneously dominating
in all measures, so that one needs to weight the two aspects according to the
objective. For example, the model size is sometimes considered secondary when
the goal is prediction, but it is a crucial factor for support recovery.
We apply the four different methods as described in the previous section.
The results are summarized in Table 1. We observe that the methods form two
clusters: On the one hand, cv and aic provide the most accurate predictions.
On the other hand, bic and the testing-based approach select considerably
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Table 1: Means and standard deviations of the model sizes and of the misclassification rates
for Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation without and with refitting.
Method Model size LOOCV LOOCV-refit
a) Gene expression data with p = 7129 genes
Testing 4.35 (1.36) 0.153 (0.362) 0.111 (0.316)
bic 5.03 (2.78) 0.181 (0.387) 0.111 (0.316)
cv 25.75 (3.25) 0.056 (0.231) 0.042 (0.201)
aic 20.36 (3.07) 0.069 (0.256) 0.069 (0.256)
b) Gene expression data with p = 3571 genes
Testing 4.42 (1.39) 0.167 (0.375) 0.125 (0.333)
bic 4.99 (2.73) 0.194 (0.399) 0.139 (0.348)
cv 25.28 (2.91) 0.056 (0.231) 0.069 (0.256)
aic 20.17 (3.41) 0.083 (0.278) 0.056 (0.231)
c) Proteomics data with p = 500 m/z values
Testing 1.00 (0.00) 0.205 (0.405) 0.205 (0.405)
bic 13.84 (1.26) 0.117 (0.322) 0.117 (0.322)
cv 23.52 (3.22) 0.117 (0.322) 0.195 (0.397)
aic 26.86 (5.38) 0.122 (0.328) 0.185 (0.390)
smaller models and show a larger increase in accuracy after refitting. This
is expected, in view of cv and aic being designed for prediction, and bic and
testing being designed for feature selection. For an “in-cluster” comparison,
we focus at the testing-based method and bic. In the first two data examples,
the testing-based method is dominating bic, because it provides more accurate
prediction with smaller models. In the third example, bic is more accurate
in prediction, but the testing-based approach provides reasonable prediction
(compare especially with cv and aic after refitting) with only one variable.
5. Discussion
We have introduced a scheme for the calibration of `1-penalized likelihood
for feature selection in logistic regression. A distinctive feature of the approach
are its theoretical guarantees. Indeed, the new method satisfies optimal finite
sample bounds, while for existing methods, the available theory is limited to
asymptotic results - or there is no theory at all. Given that in applications,
sample sizes are always finite, only finite sample theory can provide concrete
guidance for practitioners. In addition to the theory, the scheme is easy to
implement, computationally efficient, and competitive in simulations and real
data applications.
Besides being of direct theoretical and practical value for logistic regression,
our contribution also provides new insights into the testing ideas that have been
developed in [24]. In particular, we think that its successful use in non-linear
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regression demonstrates the general potential of testing for tuning parameter
calibration and is expected to spark further studies of testing ideas in other
modeling frameworks.
A topic for further research are the design assumptions. The focus of this
paper is feature selection, where strict assumptions on the correlations in X
cannot be avoided. However, it would be interesting to extend our approach to
tasks that are less sensitive to correlations, such as `2-estimation and prediction.
Another question is whether `1-penalization is the right starting point. In
this paper, we introduce an approach to calibrate—in a sense optimally—`1-penalized
likelihood, accepting all benefits just as well as all limitations of `1-regularization.
It could well be that some theoretical limitations, such as the strict conditions on
the design, could be alleviated by starting with a different family of estimators,
or different families could improve computational speed or practical performance.
For example, one could consider estimators with non-convex regularizers, such
as SCAD [32] and MCP [33], or adaptive lasso-type regularizers [34], all of
which have been shown to reduce bias if (arguably very stringent) conditions on
the design matrix are met. Comparing among different types of estimators is
beyond the scope of our paper, but we stress that our scheme principally applies
to any family of estimators: all it needs is a suitable oracle inequality. So while
this paper only discusses the calibration of `1-regularized likelihood, extensions
to other estimators (that might suit a given application much better) appear to
be in close reach.
This question is closely related to the choice of C. We found that C = 6
leads to excellent empirical results across a wide range of settings, while our
theoretical justification for this choice requires strong assumptions on the design
and the parameter vector. It would be of interest to broaden the scope of the
theoretical justification as well as to theorize the choice of C for the application
of our calibration method to estimators beyond the `1-regularized likelihood.
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Appendix A.
In this appendix, we provide proofs for our theoretical claims, and we present
additional simulation results.
Appendix A.1. Proofs for the theoretical claims
We provide here proofs for Theorems 1 and 2. Throughout this section, we
write ρ(u, v) = exp(u>v)/(1 + exp(u>v)) for vectors u, v of the same length.
For ease of notation, we will suppress the subscript λ at most instances.
The key quantities in the proofs are two vectors αˆ = (αˆ>S , αˆ
>
Sc)
> ∈ Rp and
νˆ = (νˆ>S , νˆ
>
Sc)
> ∈ Rp constructed as follows:
1. define the primal subvector αˆS ∈ Rs such that
αˆS ∈ argmin
θ∈Rs
{ n∑
i=1
(log(1 + exp(x>i,Sθ))− yix>i,Sθ)/n+ λ‖θ‖1
}
;
2. set αˆSc = 0 ∈ Rp−s;
3. define the dual vector νˆ ∈ Rp via its elements
νˆj =
n∑
i=1
Xij(yi − ρ(xi, αˆ))/(nλ) (j ∈ [p]) .
The proofs of the theorems are based on three auxiliary lemmas. Figure A.3
depicts the dependencies.
Lemma 1 (`2-bound for the primal subvector). If λ ≤ c2min/(10scmax) and
‖X>ε/n‖∞ ≤ λ/4, then
‖αˆS − β∗S‖2 ≤
5λ
√
s
cmin
.
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Lemma 1 Lemma 3
Lemma 2 Theorem 1 Theorem 2
Figure A.3: Dependencies among the lemmas and theorems. For example, the arrow between
Lemmas 1 and 2 indicates that Lemma 2 relies on Lemma 1.
The proof of this lemma follows along the same lines as the proof of Lemma 3
in [4].
Lemma 1 implies that the primal subvector αˆS is `2-consistent, which enables
us to develop a Taylor series expansion of ρ(xi,S , αˆS) at β
∗
S according to
ρ(xi,S , αˆS)− ρ(xi,S , β∗S) = w(xi,S , β∗S)x>i,S(αˆS − β∗S) + ri (A.1)
with remainder term
ri = (αˆS − β∗S)>
∫ 1
0
(∇2ρ(xi,S , αˆS + t(αˆS − β∗S)))(1− t)dt (αˆS − β∗S) .
The derivative reads explicitly
∇2ρ(xi,S , αˆS + t(αˆS − β∗S)) = ξi(t)xi,Sx>i,S , (A.2)
where ξi(t) = exp(ηi(t))(1− exp(ηi(t)))/(1 + exp(ηi(t)))3 and ηi(t) = x>i,S(αˆS +
t(αˆS−β∗S)) for t ∈ [0, 1] and i ∈ [n]. Summarizing r1, . . . , rn from Equation (A.1)
in the vector r = (r1, . . . , rn)
>, we can now state the following result.
Lemma 2 (`∞-bound for the remainder term). If λ ≤ γc2min/(100(2−γ)scmax)
and ‖X>ε/n‖∞ ≤ λ/4, then
‖X>r/n‖∞ ≤ λγ
4(2− γ) .
Proof. The proof follows readily from Lemma 1. To see this, note that because
|Xij | ≤ 1 for all i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [p], it holds that
|r>xj/n| = |
n∑
i=1
Xijri/n| ≤
n∑
i=1
|Xij ||ri|/n ≤
n∑
i=1
|ri|/n
for all j ∈ [p]. By the closed form of ri in Equation (A.2), it holds that |ξi(t)| ≤ 1
for all t ∈ [0, 1], and since αˆSc = β∗Sc = 0, we then get
|r>xj/n| ≤ (αˆS − β∗S)>
( n∑
i=1
xi,Sx
>
i,S/n
)
(αˆS − β∗S)
= (αˆS − β∗S)>(X>S XS/n)(αˆS − β∗S)
= (αˆ− β∗)>(X>X/n)(αˆ− β∗)
≤ cmax‖αˆS − β∗S‖22 .
(A.3)
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Moreover, because λ ≤ γc2min/(100(2−γ)scmax) ≤ c2min/(10scmax) and ‖X>ε/n‖∞ ≤
λ/4, the assumptions of Lemma 1 are satisfied. Combining this lemma with
Equation (A.3) yields
|r>xj/n| ≤ 25λ
2scmax
c2min
≤ λγ
4(2− γ)
for each j ∈ [p]. Thus, ‖X>r/n‖∞ ≤ λγ/(4(2− γ)) as desired.
Lemma 3 (Primal dual witness construction). The pair (αˆ, νˆ) defined above
satisfies the following three properties:
(i) It holds that νˆS ∈ ∂‖αˆS‖1;
(ii) If ‖νˆSc‖∞ < 1, then any solution βˆ to the problem (2) satisfies supp(βˆ) ⊂
S;
(iii) Under Assumption 1 and ‖νˆSc‖∞ < 1, the solution βˆ is unique, and βˆ =
αˆ = (αˆ>S , αˆ
>
Sc)
> ∈ Rp.
Proof. We conduct the proof in three steps in correspondence with the three
claims.
Step 1: We show that if ‖νˆSc‖∞ ≤ 1, the pair (αˆ, νˆ) satisfies the KKT
conditions, that is, νˆ ∈ ∂‖αˆ‖1 and
−
n∑
i=1
Xij (yi − ρ(xi, αˆ)) /n+ λνˆj = 0
for j ∈ [p]. By 1. in the construction at the beginning of this section, there is a
κ ∈ ∂‖αˆS‖1 ⊂ Rs such that
−
n∑
i=1
Xij (yi − ρ(xi,S , αˆS)) /n+ λκj = 0
for j ∈ S. Hence, with αˆSc = 0 in 2. and the definition of νˆj in 3.,
νˆj =
n∑
i=1
Xij (yi − ρ(xi,S , αˆS)) /(nλ) = κj
for j ∈ S, that is, νˆS ∈ ∂‖αˆS‖1 as desired.
Step 2: We now show that supp(βˆ) ⊂ S for all βˆ ∈ Rp that satisfy
βˆ ∈ arg min
β∈Rp
{L(β) + λ‖β‖1} .
In view of the condition ‖νˆSc‖∞ < 1 and of Step 1, the pair (αˆ, νˆ) satisfies
the KKT conditions for the above problem and thus, αˆ is a minimizer of the
objective function. Consequently,
L(βˆ) + λ‖βˆ‖1 = L(αˆ) + λ‖αˆ‖1 .
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Since, νˆ ∈ ∂‖αˆ‖1 by Step 1, it holds that ‖αˆ‖1 = 〈νˆ, αˆ〉. Plugging this into the
previous display yields
L(βˆ) + λ‖βˆ‖1 = L(αˆ) + λ〈νˆ, αˆ〉 .
We can now subtract λ〈νˆ, βˆ〉 on both sides to obtain
L(βˆ) + λ‖βˆ‖1 − λ〈νˆ, βˆ〉 = L(αˆ) + λ〈νˆ, αˆ− βˆ〉 .
By 2. and 3. in the above construction, it holds that λνˆ = −L′(αˆ), where L′(·)
denotes the derivative of L(·). Thus, we can further deduce
λ‖βˆ‖1 − λ〈νˆ, βˆ〉 = L(αˆ)− 〈L′(αˆ), αˆ− βˆ〉 − L(βˆ) .
Because the Hessian of L(β) is a non-negative matrix, L(·) is a convex function.
It holds that
L(βˆ) ≥ L(αˆ) + 〈L′(αˆ), βˆ − αˆ〉 .
Combining the two displays yields
λ‖βˆ‖1 − λ〈νˆ, βˆ〉 ≤ 0 ,
and dividing by the tuning parameter yields further
‖βˆ‖1 ≤ 〈νˆ, βˆ〉 .
However, by Ho¨lder’s inequality and ‖νˆ‖∞ ≤ 1, it holds that
‖βˆ‖1 ≥ 〈νˆ, βˆ〉 .
Consequently,
‖βˆ‖1 = 〈νˆ, βˆ〉 .
In view of the condition ‖νˆSc‖∞ < 1, this can only be true if βˆj = 0 for all
j ∈ Sc. This completes the proof of Step 2.
Step 3: We now show that βˆ = αˆ. From Step 2, we deduce that βˆ =
(βˆ>S , 0)
> with
βˆS ∈ argmin
θ∈Rs
{ n∑
i=1
(log(1 + exp(x>i,Sθ))− yix>i,Sθ)/n+ λ‖θ‖1
}
.
Moreover, since the minimal eigenvalue of X>SWXS/n is larger than zero by
Assumption 1, this problem has a unique solution. Combining this with 1.
in the construction at the beginning of this section yields βˆS = αˆS , that is,
βˆ = αˆ.
Proof of Theorem 1.
We conduct the proof in two steps. The first step is to show that supp(βˆ) ⊂ S
and that βˆ is the unique solution of the problem (2). The second step is to show
the `∞-bound and the result on support recovery.
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Step 1: We first show that supp(βˆ) ⊂ S and that βˆ is the unique solution.
This result holds true if the primal-dual pair (αˆ, νˆ) ∈ Rp × Rp constructed as
in Lemma 3 satisfies ‖νˆSc‖∞ < 1. To show the latter inequality, we use the
definition of ε and Equation (A.1) to rewrite 3. in the construction above as
n∑
i=1
Xijw(xi,S , β
∗
S)x
>
i,S(αˆS−β∗S)/n−
n∑
i=1
Xij(εi−ri)/n+λνˆj = 0 (j ∈ [p]) .
Because w(xi,S , β
∗
S) = w(xi, β
∗) for each i ∈ [n], we can put the above display
in the matrix form
(X>WX/n)
(
β∗S − αˆS
0
)
+X>(ε− r)/n− λ
(
νˆS
νˆSc
)
= 0 ,
and then in the block matrix form
n−1
(
X>SWXS X
>
SWXSc
X>ScWXS X
>
ScWXSc
)(
β∗S − αˆS
0
)
+n−1
(
X>S (ε− r)
X>Sc(ε− r)
)
−λ
(
νˆS
νˆSc
)
= 0 .
We now solve this equation for λνˆSc and find
λνˆSc = X
>
ScWXS(β
∗
S − αˆS)/n+X>Sc(ε− r)/n .
Since the matrix X>SWXS is invertible by Assumption 2, we can solve the block
matrix equation also for (β∗S − αˆS)/n and find
(β∗S − αˆS)/n = −(X>SWXS)−1X>S (ε− r)/n+ λ(X>SWXS)−1νˆS . (A.4)
Combining the two displays yields
λνˆSc =−X>ScWXS(X>SWXS)−1X>S (ε− r)/n+X>Sc(ε− r)/n
+ λX>ScWXS(X
>
SWXS)
−1νˆS .
(A.5)
Taking `∞-norms on both sides of Equation (A.5) and using the triangle inequality,
we find
‖λνˆSc‖∞ ≤ ‖X>ScWXS(X>SWXS)−1X>S (ε− r)/n‖∞ + ‖X>Sc(ε− r)/n‖∞
+ λ‖X>ScWXS(X>SWXS)−1νˆS‖∞ .
Invoking properties of the induced matrix norms and the `∞-norm and the
condition ‖νˆS‖∞ ≤ 1 deduced in Lemma 3, and rearranging the terms then
provide us with
‖λνˆSc‖∞ ≤ |||X>ScWXS(X>SWXS)−1|||∞
(‖X>(ε− r)/n‖∞ + λ)+ ‖X>(ε− r)/n‖∞ .
Next, we divide by λ on both sides, apply Assumption 2, use the triangle
inequality, and rearrange the terms again to find
‖νˆSc‖∞ ≤ (1− γ) + 2− γ
λ
(‖X>ε/n‖∞ + ‖X>r/n‖∞) .
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By the definition of Tλ, it holds that ‖X>ε/n‖∞ ≤ λγ/(4(2 − γ)), which is
equivalent to
2− γ
λ
‖X>ε/n‖∞ ≤ γ
4
.
Since γ ∈ (0, 1], the condition ‖X>ε/n‖∞ ≤ λ/4 in Lemma 2 is satisfied on the
event Tλ. Combining this with the assumption λ ≤ γc2min/(100(2 − γ)scmax)
implies that ‖X>r/n‖∞ ≤ λγ/(4(2− γ)), see Lemma 2. Thus,
‖νˆSc‖∞ ≤ (1− γ) + γ
4
+
2− γ
λ
‖X>r/n‖∞ ≤ (1− γ) + γ
4
+
γ
4
< 1 .
We finally invoke Lemma 3 to conclude that supp(βˆ) ⊂ S and that βˆ = αˆ =
(αˆ>S , 0
>)> ∈ Rp is the unique solution of the problem (2), as desired.
Step 2: To show the `∞-bound, we use Equation (A.4) and βˆS = αˆS from
Step 1 and find
β∗S − βˆS = −(X>SWXS)−1X>S (ε− r) + λn(X>SWXS)−1νˆS
= − (X>SWXS/n)−1 (X>S (ε− r)/n)+ λ (X>SWXS/n)−1 νˆS .
We then find similarly as before
‖β∗S − βˆS‖∞ ≤ |||(X>SWXS/n)−1|||∞(λ+ ‖X>(ε− r)/n‖∞) .
By the definition of a, we have
|||(X>SWXS/n)−1|||∞ ≤ a |||(X>SWXS/n)−1|||2 ≤ a/cmin .
Combining this with the bounds on ‖X>ε/n‖∞ and ‖X>r/n‖∞ deduced in
Step 1 yields
‖β∗S − βˆS‖∞ ≤
a
cmin
(
λ+
λγ
4(2− γ) +
λγ
4(2− γ)
)
≤ 1.5aλ/cmin .
Since supp(βˆ) ⊂ S by Step 1, the above display implies that
‖β∗ − βˆ‖∞ ≤ 1.5aλ/cmin .
Consequently, supp(βˆ) = S as long as minj∈S |β∗j | > 1.5aλ/cmin. This concludes
the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.
The proof is conducted in three steps. The first step is to show the bound
on λˆ, the second step is to show the bound on the sup-norm error, and the last
step is to show that Sˆ ⊃ S. To begin with, we define the event
T ∗δ =
{
4(2− γ)
nγ
‖X>ε‖∞ ≤ λ∗δ
}
.
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By our definition of the oracle tuning parameter in (4), we have that Pr(T ∗δ ) ≥
1 − δ. Thus, it suffices to show that the results hold conditioned on the event
T ∗δ .
Step 1: To show that λˆ ≤ λ∗δ , we proceed by proof by contradiction. If
λˆ > λ∗δ , then the definition of our testing-based calibration implies that there
must exist two tuning parameters λ′, λ′′ ≥ λ∗δ such that
‖βˆλ′ − βˆλ′′‖∞ > C(λ′ + λ′′) . (A.6)
However, because both Tλ′ and Tλ′′ include T ∗δ , and because C ≥ 1.5a/cmin,
Theorem 1 implies that ‖βˆλ′ − β∗‖∞ ≤ Cλ′ and ‖βˆλ′′ − β∗‖∞ ≤ Cλ′′. By
applying the triangle inequality, we have
‖βˆλ′ − βˆλ′′‖∞ ≤ ‖βˆλ′ − β∗‖∞ + ‖βˆλ′′ − β∗‖∞ ≤ C(λ′ + λ′′) .
This upper bound contradicts our earlier conclusion (A.6) and, therefore, yields
the desired bound on the tuning parameter.
Step 2: On the event T ∗δ , we have λˆ ≤ λ∗δ , and so the testing-based method
implies that
‖βˆλˆ − βˆλ∗δ‖∞ ≤ C(λˆ+ λ∗δ) ≤ 2Cλ∗δ .
By applying the triangle inequality, we find that
‖βˆλˆ − β∗‖∞ ≤ ‖βˆλˆ − βˆλ∗δ‖∞ + ‖βˆλ∗δ − β∗‖∞ ≤ 2Cλ∗δ + ‖βˆλ∗δ − β∗‖∞ .
Theorem 1 implies that ‖βˆλ∗δ − β∗‖∞ ≤ 1.5aλ∗δ/cmin ≤ Cλ∗δ , and combining the
pieces yields the desired sup-norm bound.
Step 3: Let us finally show that Sˆ ⊃ S. Suppose j ∈ S, then by the bound
on the sup-norm error that we deduce in Step 2, we have
|(βˆλˆ)j | ≥ |β∗j | − 3Cλ∗δ .
In view of the condition minj∈S |β∗j | > 6Cλ∗δ and the definition Sˆ = {j ∈ [p] :
|(βˆλˆ)j | ≥ 3Cλˆ}, we conclude that j ∈ Sˆ, that is, Sˆ ⊃ S. This completes the
proof. 
Appendix A.2. Additional simulations
In this section, we first present additional simulation results for the settings
described in Section 3. Figure A.4 shows the results of Hamming distance for
κ ∈ {0, 0.75} and s ∈ {8, 12, 15}, and Figure A.5 shows corresponding run
times for κ = 0.75. The results for more dense signals (s ∈ {20, 25}) and
κ ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75} and p ∈ {200, 500} are summarized in Figure A.6 and A.7.
Next, we expand our simulation studies by varying covariance structures
for the covariates and manipulating the values of the β∗’s. As pointed out in
Section 3, we generate the row vectors xi of X independently from Gaussian
with mean zero and covariance Σ. Here, we consider Σ as Σ = (σij), where
σij = 0.9
|i−j|. We then generate each component of β∗ in the support set S from
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N(µβ∗ , 1). The parameter µβ∗ is used to control the signal level, and we consider
µβ∗ = 2.5 and 5 for low and high signal levels, respectively. Similar to the setting
in Section 3, we still set n = 200, p ∈ {200, 500}, s ∈ {8, 12, 15, 20, 25}. All the
results are averaged over 200 replications. Figure A.8 and A.9 show the results
of Hamming distance and run times for s ∈ {8, 12, 15}, respectively. Figure A.10
and A.11 show the corresponding results for s ∈ {20, 25}.
We finally test the proposed scheme in ultra-high dimensional settings. We
consider p = 3000 and leave all other parameters as in Section 3, that is, n =
200, κ ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75}, and s ∈ {8, 12, 15, 20, 25}. Figure A.12 shows the
Hamming distances for s ∈ {8, 12, 15}, and Figure A.13 shows the corresponding
run times. Figure A.14 and Figure A.15 show the same for the more dense cases
s ∈ {20, 25}.
Figures A.4 – A.15 indicate that our testing-based method rivals or outmatches
all alternatives across a very wide range of settings, both in computational time
and in statistical accuracy. Hence, beyond its theoretical guarantees (which none
of the alternatives has), the proposed scheme is also a competitor in practice.
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(a) p = 200, κ = 0 (b) p = 200, κ = 0.75
(c) p = 500, κ = 0 (d) p = 500, κ = 0.75
Figure A.4: Variable selection errors of `1-regularized logistic regression with seven different
tuning parameter calibration schemes for settings described in Section 3. The 12 simulation
settings differ in the number of variables p, correlation κ, and sparsity level s ∈ {8, 12, 15}.
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(a) p = 200, κ = 0.75 (b) p = 500, κ = 0.75
Figure A.5: Run times (in seconds) of `1-regularized logistic regression with seven different
tuning parameter calibration schemes for settings described in Section 3. Depicted are the
results for p ∈ {200, 500}, κ = 0.75 and s ∈ {8, 12, 15}.
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(a) p = 200, κ = 0.25 (b) p = 200, κ = 0.5
(c) p = 500, κ = 0.25 (d) p = 500, κ = 0.5
(e) p = 200, κ = 0 (f) p = 200, κ = 0.75
(g) p = 500, κ = 0 (h) p = 500, κ = 0.75
Figure A.6: Variable selection errors of `1-regularized logistic regression with seven different
tuning parameter calibration schemes for settings described in Section 3. The 24 simulation
settings differ in the number of variables p, correlation κ, and sparsity level s ∈ {20, 25}.
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(a) p = 200, κ = 0.75 (b) p = 500, κ = 0.75
Figure A.7: Run times (in seconds) of `1-regularized logistic regression with seven different
tuning parameter calibration schemes for settings described in Section 3. Depicted are the
results for p ∈ {200, 500}, κ = 0.75, and s ∈ {20, 25}.
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(a) p = 200, µβ∗ = 2.5 (b) p = 200, µβ∗ = 5
(c) p = 500, µβ∗ = 2.5 (d) p = 500, µβ∗ = 5
Figure A.8: Variable selection errors of `1-regularized logistic regression with seven different
tuning parameter calibration schemes for settings described in Appendix A.2. The 12
simulation settings differ in the number of variables p, signal level µβ∗ , and sparsity
level s ∈ {8, 12, 15}.
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(a) p = 500, µβ∗ = 2.5 (b) p = 500, µβ∗ = 5
Figure A.9: Run times (in seconds) of `1-regularized logistic regression with seven different
tuning parameter calibration schemes for settings described in Appendix A.2. Depicted are
the results for p = 500, µβ∗ ∈ {2.5, 5} and s ∈ {8, 12, 15}.
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(a) p = 200, µβ∗ = 2.5 (b) p = 200, µβ∗ = 5
(c) p = 500, µβ∗ = 2.5 (d) p = 500, µβ∗ = 5
Figure A.10: Variable selection errors of `1-regularized logistic regression with seven different
tuning parameter calibration schemes for settings described in Appendix A.2. The 12
simulation settings differ in the number of variables p, signal levels µβ∗ , and sparsity
level s ∈ {20, 25}.
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(a) p = 500, µβ∗ = 2.5 (b) p = 500, µβ∗ = 5
Figure A.11: Run times (in seconds) of `1-regularized logistic regression with seven different
tuning parameter calibration schemes for settings described in Appendix A.2. Depicted are
the results for p = 500, µβ∗ ∈ {2.5, 5} and s ∈ {20, 25}.
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(a) p = 3000, κ = 0 (b) p = 3000, κ = 0.25
(c) p = 3000, κ = 0.5 (d) p = 3000, κ = 0.75
Figure A.12: Variable selection errors of `1-regularized logistic regression with seven different
tuning parameter calibration schemes for settings described in Section 3. The 12 simulation
settings share p = 3000 but differ in the correlation level κ ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75} and sparsity
level s ∈ {8, 12, 15}.
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(a) p = 3000, κ = 0 (b) p = 3000, κ = 0.25
(c) p = 3000, κ = 0.5 (d) p = 3000, κ = 0.75
Figure A.13: Run times (in seconds) of `1-regularized logistic regression with seven different
tuning parameter calibration schemes for settings described in Section 3. The 12 simulation
settings share p = 3000 but differ in the correlation level κ ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75} and sparsity
level s ∈ {8, 12, 15}.
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(a) p = 3000, κ = 0 (b) p = 3000, κ = 0.25
(c) p = 3000, κ = 0.5 (d) p = 3000, κ = 0.75
Figure A.14: Variable selection errors of `1-regularized logistic regression with seven different
tuning parameter calibration schemes for settings described in Section 3. The 8 simulation
settings share p = 3000 but differ in the correlation level κ ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75} and sparsity
level s ∈ {20, 25}.
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(a) p = 3000, κ = 0 (b) p = 3000, κ = 0.25
(c) p = 3000, κ = 0.5 (d) p = 3000, κ = 0.75
Figure A.15: Run times (in seconds) of `1-regularized logistic regression with seven different
tuning parameter calibration schemes for settings described in Section 3. The 8 simulation
settings share p = 3000, but differ in the correlation level κ ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75}, and sparsity
level s ∈ {20, 25}.
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